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Abstract. The world of ontology development is full of mysteries. Recently, ISO
Standard 15926 (“Lifecycle Integration of Process Plant Data Including Oil and
Gas Production Facilities”), a data model initially designed to support the integration and handover of large engineering artefacts, has been proposed by its
principal custodian for general use as an upper level ontology. As we shall
discover, ISO 15926 is, when examined in light of this proposal, marked by a
series of quite astonishing defects, which may however provide general lessons for
the developers of ontologies in the future.
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What Happens When Data Models and Ontologies are Confused
Ontologies are, in one respect at least, comparable to telephone networks: they are
designed to support exchange of information. The value of an ontology therefore
depends, at least in part, on the quality of the network for shared communication which
it provides, and on the number of users who agree to adopt this common network. This
means that it depends also on the existence of a straightforward learning path for new
users, and of clear and easily accessible documentation.
Before proposing an ontology for a given domain, accordingly, its custodians have
a duty to maximize the likelihood that it will provide for the needs of maximally large
numbers of potential users. This duty is all the more palpable where the ontology in
question is advanced as an upper-level ontology, which is to say: an ontology that is
designed for general adoption, as in the case of ISO Standard 15926 (“Lifecycle
Integration of Process Plant Data Including Oil and Gas Production Facilities”), which
is now being advanced as an upper-level ontological framework for ‘integrating diverse
information systems’ and ‘integrating [and] analyzing mid-level ontologies’ without
restriction.1
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I do not address here the question whether ISO 15926 is able to meet the specific
data management needs of the community for which it was built. When examined in
light of its potential use as an upper-level ontology, however, it is no less clear that ISO
15926 is marked by a series of defects, of a type which are, sadly, all too familiar in the
ontology domain. Many of these defects flow from the terminological confusions
which arise when the authors of an ontology do not take account of the fact that
expressions such as ‘instance’, ‘entity’, ‘object’, ‘represent’, etc., are used in different
ways by different (database, programmer, general user) communities. Others flow from
the employment of philosophical and logical tools and theories which, although
perhaps of some interest in their own right, are so counterintuitive from the perspective
of the general users of ontologies as to constitute serious obstacles to learnability and
accessibility. Yet others flow from simple use-mention confusions, where entities in
reality are confused with their names or ‘representations’. Because these and related
defects are still so common in ontology development work, I have used ISO 15926 as a
source of examples of the characteristic ways in which ontology developers can go
wrong. My goal is thus not one of mere criticism; rather, it is to draw out certain
general principles which a good ontology should satisfy if it is to even reach the
starting gate to be considered for adoption in the future, paying special attention to the
role of ontologies in supporting the exchange of information. I have, surely,
misunderstood many things in my attempts to come to grips with what I still see as the
dark mysteries of ISO 15926; but even this provides evidence in favor of our first
general principle:
1.

The principle of intelligibility: an ontology that is advocated for general use
should be understandable to those familiar with ontology development work who
are willing to invest a reasonable amount of effort in mastering its documentation.

The major part of ISO 15926 is copyrighted by the International Organization for
Standardization, from where it can be purchased, at a not inconsiderable sum, as a pdf
file.2 This brings us to a further general lesson, which we can formulate as follows:
2.

The principle of openness: An ontology should be open and available to be used
by all potential users without any constraint, other than (1) its origin must be
acknowledged and (2) it should not to be altered and subsequently redistributed
except under a new name.3 In addition the ontology should be (3) explained in
ways which make its content intelligible to human beings, and (4) implemented in
ways which make this content accessible to computers.

This principle implies not only that an ontology, if it is recommended for general use,
should be in the public domain, but that the ontology should be marked by openness
also in the wider sense that its features should be explained in clear, simple English,
extended, where necessary, with technical terms.
In a domain like ontology, as is already clear for independent reasons, adoption by
ISO does not guarantee that an artifact satisfies all the requirements which might
reasonably be placed on an international standard. 4 Indeed the attempt to enforce
adoption of an ontology by taking the route of ISO standardization may bring costs: it
makes it harder to correct errors; it often involves the making of less than ideal
compromises, turning on the fact that adoption by ISO requires compatibility with prior
ISO standards, many of which are – particularly in the informatics area – low in quality.

Use the Tried and Tested
Of the 201 terms included in the ISO 15926 upper-level ontology, 88 are of the form
‘class of X’. ‘Class’ itself is defined as follows:
DEFINITION: A <class> is a <thing> that is an understanding of the nature of
things and that divides things into those which are members of the class and those
which are not according to one or more criteria.
(We note that terms are included in ISO 15926 definitions sometimes with, and
sometimes without, angle brackets. The significance of this practice is not explained in
the publicly available documentation.)
The definition tells us that a class is a thing that is an understanding of the nature of
things. While we are not told what ‘understandings’ are, we are provided with some
helpful examples of the use of ‘class’, for example: ‘Centrifugal pump is a <class>’.
The logic which is proposed by ISO 15926 to govern its classes is, astonishingly
not the Zermelo-Fraenkel or some other well-understood standard set theory, but rather
a highly specialized variant thereof (the theory of so-called ‘non-well-founded sets’)
devised by mathematician-philosophers for the purposes of logical modeling of certain
non-terminating computational processes.5 The principal mark of this theory is that it
allows sets to contain themselves, thereby generating infinitely descending chains of
the form:
… ∈ A ∈ A ∈ A ∈ A ∈ A ∈ A ∈ A ∈ A ∈ A ∈ A ∈ A ∈ A.
With this proposal, which is analogous to proposing the use of some particularly
esoteric version of the mathematics of quantum field theory for the purposes of
balancing a checkbook, ISO 15926 flouts:
3.

The principle of simple tools: An ontology is an artifact created to support
exchange of information, for example across disciplinary boundaries; it is not the
place to try out the latest new bits of mathematics you read about last week.

Perhaps non-well-founded set theory is being invoked because the developers of ISO
15926 thought that it was necessary in order to make sense of assertions such as “Class
is a member of Class”. Yet other, much simpler, and more familiar, languages, such as
Common Logic,6 which have the advantage that they are also used by other ontology
developers, permit such statements to be made while providing a conventional
semantics.

Don’t Reinvent the Wheel
ISO 15926 complicates its theory of classes still further by allowing classes with both
actual and possible members: ‘Although there is only one <class> that has no members,
there can be a <class> that has no members in the actual world, but which does have
members in other possible worlds.’ Only one such class? Or also several? And does it
really exist? Or is it only such that it can exist? Sadly, nothing like a modal logic is
supplied by ISO 15926, in spite of the fact that a number of standard treatments of
these matters already exist and are used by other ontologies. Rather it develops its own
theory of actuality and possibility on the fly, thereby flouting:

4.

The principle of re-using available resources: if an ontology deals in a
systematic way with entities or operators which are dealt with perfectly well
already in some recognized resource used also by other ontology developers, then
it should utilize this recognized resource.

We see another contravention of principle 4. in the treatment of terms like ‘class_of_
relationship_with_related_end_1’, which is defined as follows (you will need to read
this twice):
DEFINITION: A <class_of_relationship_with_related_end_1> is a <class_of_
relationship> where a particular <thing> is related in the <class_of_relationship>,
rather than the members of a <class>. The related <thing> plays the <role_
and_domain> indicated by the class_of_end_1 attribute.
There is a perfectly good theory of relations, ranges, domains, ordered pairs, and of the
transitivity, symmetry, etc. of relations, which is part of standard set theory. But
because this resource was apparently ignored by the developers of ISO 15926, the
result is gobbledygook, which no one (or at least: no one outside the oil and gas
industry data-modeling community) would ordinarily feel the need to use, and
definitions which no ordinary person would be in a position to understand.
Matters are made worse by the fact that some of the definitions are associated with
terms with well-established meanings. That old terminological habits die hard is,
unfortunately, a lesson still all too seldom taken account of in ontology development. It
implies:
5.

The principle of terminological moderation: Stay as close as possible to the
terms already used by your intended audience and to their already established
meanings. Use only terms for which either (1) there is a reasonable expectation
that intended users of the ontology will have a need for them, or (2) such terms are
required to fill gaps in the ontology in order to create a complete hierarchy.

6.

The principle of intelligible definitions: 7 Use definitions which are both (1)
humanly intelligible (to avoid error in human use and maintenance) and (2)
formally specifiable (as far as possible in such a way as to support one or other
standard type of software).

A Rose is a Rose
The publicly accessible portions of the ISO 15926 documentation8 consist on the one
hand of a list of terms together with definitions, and on the other hand of a set of
diagrams. Neither the terms, nor the definitions, nor the diagrams are marked by a high
degree of intelligibility.
Consider the sample term ‘class_of_cause_of_beginning_of_class_of_individual’,
for which we are provided with the following:
DEFINITION: A <class_of_cause_of_beginning_of_class_of_individual> is a
<class_of_relationship> that indicates that a member of a <class_of_activity>
causes the beginning of a member of a <class_of_individual>.
Note the characteristic confusion of use and mention here. It is not, as the definition
implies, the class which ‘indicates’, but rather (as common sense would suggest) the

corresponding term. (This problem is only made worse by the fact that it is not clear
from its documentation whether ISO 15926 makes a distinction between a term and its
referent.)
The term ‘class_of_cause_of_beginning_of_class_of_individual’ itself indicates
further that we are to focus here on the causes of beginnings of classes. Yet the
definition (in its strange, roundabout way) seems to be about the causes of the
beginnings of individuals (it is about the members of the class of individuals). This is
fortunate, because under the entry for ‘class’8 we are told that classes do not have
beginnings, so that there could not literally be a ‘class_of_cause_of_beginning_
of_class_of_individual’. By ‘beginning_of_class_of_individual’, therefore, ISO 15926
in fact means: beginning of individual. Its authors were accordingly not adhering to:
7.

The principle of terminological coherence: for any expression ‘E’ in an ontology,
‘E’ means E.

From this it follows immediately that each expression in an ontology should have the
same meaning on every occasion of use.
The requirement of univocity9 would normally, and for good reason, be regarded
as a trivial constraint on the sensible use of language. Departures therefrom lead to a
variety of familiar types of confusion and contribute much to the fact that (as will
become all too painfully clear in what follows) the documentation of ISO 15296 will be
unintelligible to almost all conceivable users of an upper-level ontology.10
One implication of the principle of terminological coherence is that an ontology
should construct its complex terms in such a way that their constituent parts preserve
their ordinary meanings. This principle is violated almost everywhere in the ISO 15926
documentation; thus for example the expression ‘individual’ is very often used (in
order to save space?) to mean, not: individual, but rather: possible individual. The term
‘class_of_individual’ is defined as ‘a class whose members are instances of
<possible_individual>’. The term ‘possible individual’ itself is defined, oddly, as
meaning ‘thing that exists in space and time’.

Respect Compositionality
The most conspicuous puzzle raised by the treatment of many ‘class_of_X’ terms in
ISO 15926 (as also of the many ‘class_of_class_of_X’ terms) turns on the very fact
that these terms are included at all. For if classes or sets are needed, and if one needs to
iterate the ‘class of ’ (or ‘set of ’) operator, then one will surely do this by means of
some general facility, rather than by giving names in ad hoc fashion to just those 81
‘class of’ or ‘class of class of’ terms one thinks one needs. (This is another application
of the principle of re-use of available resources.)
In addition to ‘class_of_cause_of_beginning_of_class_of_individual’, ISO 15926
includes many other ‘class_of X’ entries for which the underlying ‘X’ term is itself, for
whatever reason, missing from the ontology:
class_of_composite_material
class_of_compound
class_of_dimension_for_shape
class_of_feature
class_of_feature_whole_part

class_of_molecule
class_of_number
class_of_organism
class_of_organization
class_of_particulate_material

class_of_functional_object
class_of_inanimate_physical_object
class_of_indirect_connection
class_of_individual
class_of_information_object
class_of_information_presentation
class_of_information_representation
class_of_isomorphic_functional_mapping

class_of_person
class_of_property_space
class_of_relationship_with_related_end_1
class_of_relationship_with_related_end_2
class_of_relationship_with_signature
class_of_representation_translation
class_of_scale_conversion
class_of_sub_atomic_particle

Thus while we have ‘class_of_organism’ and ‘class_of_person’ in the ontology, we do
not also have ‘organism’ and ‘person’. Why not? Are there no persons in the world of
the ISO 15926 ontology (which was developed by the oil and gas industries, we will
remember, ‘to support the integration and handover of large engineering artefacts’)?
More importantly still, is it appropriate to leave out ‘person’ and ‘organism’ in an
upper-level ontology, when ‘stream’ and ‘representation of Gregorian date and UTC
time’ are included?
These problems arise because the developers of ISO 15926 were not adhering to:
8.

The principle of compositional term construction: if an ontology uses in a
systematic way terms of the form ‘a † b’ (where ‘†’ stands in for some termbinding operator like ‘of’ or ‘with’) then it should include also the corresponding a
and b terms (or it should link to treatments of the latter in some other standard
ontology).

The arguments for this principle are, I hope, clear. Not only does it contribute to
intelligibility (users will more readily understand what ‘a of b’ or ‘a with b’ means if
they are first of all provided with elucidations of the meanings of ‘a’ and ‘b’); it helps
also to ensure completeness of the ontology (and in a way that also simplifies the
business of error checking) – as contrasted with the mystifying randomness in term
selection by which the ISO 15926 ontology is currently marked.

Exploit Recursion
In addition to the ‘class of’ terms in the ontology, we are also provided with an odd list
of ‘class of class of ’ terms:
class_of_class_of_composition
class_of_class_of_definition
class_of_class_of_description
class_of_class_of_identification
class_of_class_of_individual
class_of_class_of_information_
representation

class_of_class_of_relationship
class_of_class_of_relationship_with_signature
class_of_class_of_representation
class_of_class_of_representation_translation
class_of_class_of_responsibility_for_
representation
class_of_class_of_usage_of_representation

Again, I could find no rationale for including just these items in the list rather than
others. It is however worth noting that two of them, namely ‘class_of_class_
of_composition’ and ‘class_of_class_of_representation’ have no corresponding ‘class
of’ term in the ontology, though the first of these contains a reference to such a term in
its definition:
DEFINITION: A <class_of_class_of_composition> is a <class_of_class_of_ rela-

tionship> whose members are instances of <class_of_composition>. It indicates
that a member of a member of the class_of_class_of_part is a part of a member of
an instance of the class_of_class_of_whole,
which yields a nice gallimaufry of use-mention confusions in the provided
EXAMPLE: Toxicity description is a class_of_class_of_part of a material data
sheet, where the description “has carcinogenic components” is a class_of_part on
the Mogas Material Safety Data Sheet, and copy #5 of the Mogas Material Safety
Data Sheet has “has carcinogenic components” as a part.
From this we learn that a description is a class (what, then, are the members of a
description?); the rest of the example text departs too far from grammatical English to
make sense.

Don’t Confuse Types and Instances
It is a widespread problem with almost all contemporary work on ontologies and
terminologies that inadequate attention is paid to the distinction between types (kinds,
universals) and instances (individuals, particulars). Thus for example we find in the
ANSI standard for controlled vocabularies11 that the same relation of part to whole is
asserted to obtain both between what are called ‘general concepts’, for example brain
and central nervous system, and between what are called ‘specific instances’, for
example Toronto and Ontario, thereby entrenching as part of an international standard
what is in fact a well-documented confusion.12,13
In the same confused vein, ISO 15926 defines ‘class of information object’ to
mean: ‘a <class_of_arranged_individual> whose members are members of zero or
more <class_of_information_representation> and of zero or more <class_of_
information_presentation>’, informing us that ‘[u]sually, it is a physical_object (like a
paper document) that is classified as a <class_of_information_object> … Newspaper is
a <class_of_information_object>.’
Why do we have ‘a paper document … is classified as a <class_of_information_
object>’ rather than the seemingly more sensible: a paper document is classified as an
information_object’?
9.

The principle of types and instances: An ontology should clearly mark whether
given expressions are referring to types (universals, kinds, generals) or to instances
(particulars, tokens, individuals).

What is meant by ‘Newspaper is a <class_of_information_object>’ is of course
something like: newspaper is_a information object, or in other words: the type
newspaper is_a_subtype_of the type information_object – something which can be said
also, and more directly, and using English grammar, as follows: a newspaper is an
information object.

Don’t Confuse Mass Nouns and Count Nouns
ISO 15926 defines ‘class_of_compound’ to mean: ‘a <class_of_arranged_individual>
whose members consist of arrangements of molecules of the same or different types,

bound together by intermolecular forces’. We are told that ‘[t]his includes both
mixtures and alloys … Water, sulphuric acid, sand, limestone, and steel can be
represented by instances of <class_of_compound>.’ What we are not told is whether it
is some given portion of water or rather the corresponding substance-type which is an
instance of this class.
If the former, should not the ontology, given its purpose, provide (or better: refer to,
or link to) a serviceable theory of portions and masses of stuff (and indeed a link to
some ontology of liquids 14 )? Instead ISO 15926 has developed its own theory of
portions and masses, which are called ‘batches’, and which satisfy axioms like:
A Batch is a type of Material.
All Batches are Materials.
All Equipments are Materials.
Each Material must be either a Batch or an Equipment – but not both.

Avoid Circularity
Like all good top-level ontologies, our “Integration of life-cycle data for oil and gas
production facilities” ontology contains its own tiny, hand-crafted ontology of
mathematics, constructed out of terms such as ‘class_of_number’, which is defined as
meaning: ‘a <class_of_class> whose members are members of <arithmetic_number>’;
and ‘integer_number’ for which we are provided with the helpful:
DEFINITION: An <integer_number> is an <arithmetic_number> that is an integer
number.
The latter reminds us also of:
10. The principle of non-circularity: a good ontology should recognize the
distinction between defined and primitive terms; it should avoid circular
definitions; and, a fortiorissimo, it should avoid HL7-style nonsense-definitions of
the forms: ‘an a is the b of an a’, or: ‘an a is an a which is b’.10
Leaving aside certain very special contexts, 15 circular definitions provide benefits
neither to human beings nor to machines. They arise because ontology developers, who
have not realized that not all terms in an ontology can be defined, are seeking a
spurious completeness.

Don’t Use Plural Nouns with Singular Verbs
ISO 15926 comes also with its own home-built geometry, as for example in:
DEFINITION: A <class_of_dimension_for_shape> is a <class_of_class_of_
relationship> that indicates that members of the class_of_shape have a dimension
that is a member of the class_of_dimension.
We are told in elucidation that ‘Specifying that members of the “class of circle” have
members of “class of diameter” is an instance of <class_of_dimension_for_shape>.’
This is (I think) a roundabout way of saying: circles have diameters.

Note that ‘class of circle’ and ‘class of diameter’ are themselves not included in
the ontology, and neither is the term ‘dimension_for_shape’. There is however a term
‘dimension_of_shape’, defined as ‘a <class_of_class_of_relationship> that indicates
that members of the <shape_dimension> are dimensions of the <shape> members’.
Life is made even harder by the fact that the example text provided for the above
definition – ‘The sets of 10m lines that are diameters of 10m circles is an example of
<dimension_of_shape>’ – conforms only loosely to the rules of English grammar. In
particular, it reflects a departure from:
11. The principle of singular nouns: the terms of an ontology should be formulated
in the singular, and the ontology’s documentation should pay careful attention to
the distinction between singular and plural nouns and to the requirement of nounverb agreement.

Combine Terms Coherently
The chaotic switching around in the use of ‘of ’ and ‘for’ in the geometric corner of ISO
15926 reminds us of another general lesson:16
12. The principle of coherence in the use of generic term-building operators: If an
ontology uses in a systematic way terms of the form ‘a † b’ (where ‘†’, again,
stands in for ‘with’, ‘without’, ‘of ’, etc.), then it should specify clearly the syntax
of ‘†’, provide a statement of what expressions of the form ‘a † b’ mean in terms
of the meanings of ‘a’ and ‘b’, and use each such form in the same way throughout.
An analogous principle applies of course also to unary operators such as ‘class of’. In
several places ISO 15926 has pairs of terms ‘X’ and ‘class of X’, which are such that
the definition of the former stands in no obvious relation to the definition the latter (in a
way which would create serious obstacles, were the ontology ever to reach the point
where it was required to support automatic reasoning). Thus for example we have, in
addition to the pair ‘dimension_of_shape’ and ‘class_of_dimension_for_shape’, also
the pair ‘shape_dimension’ and ‘class_of_shape_dimension’. The last two terms are
defined, in seeming independence of each other, as follows:
DEFINITION: A <shape_dimension> is a <class_of_class_of_individual> that is a
set of <individual_dimension> that define an aspect of a shape.
DEFINITION: A <class_of_shape_dimension> is a <class_of_class> that is a
dimension of a <class_of_shape>.
Similarly we have the two terms ‘responsibility_for_representation’ and ‘class_of_
responsibility_for_representation’, which are defined as follows:
DEFINITION: A <responsibility_for_representation> is a <relationship> that
indicates that the controller <possible_individual> administers the controlled
<representation_of_thing>.
DEFINITION: A <class_of_responsibility_for_representation> is a <class_of_
relationship> whose members indicate that a <possible_individual> (usually an
organization) deems that members of the pattern can be used as representations of
the represented thing.

In each such case, in a properly constructed ontology, the ‘class of’ term would be
introduced, not by means of its own special definition, but rather in the obvious
recursive way, bringing (again) obvious benefits of formal coherence along the way.

Check Your Work for Errors
Note the use in the above definitions of problematic expressions such as ‘indicate’,
‘deems’, ‘usually’, and so forth, a pattern which is illustrated also in ISO 15926’s own
miniature theory of mereology, which contains definitions like:
DEFINITION: A <feature_whole_part> is an <arrangement_of_individual> that
indicates that the part is a non-separable, contiguous part of the whole.
The general lesson here is:
13. The principle of non-subjective definitions: when formulating definitions avoid
the use of phrases like ‘which may ...’, ‘that indicates …’, ‘… characterize …’, ‘an
aspect of …’ which invite subjective interpretation.
For another example of the problem which this principle is designed to prevent,
consider the ISO 15926 term ‘class_of_relationship_with_signature’, which is defined
as: ‘a <class_of_relationship> that may have a <role_and_domain> specified for each
end’. Is a <class_of_relationship> which does not have a <role_and_domain> specified
for each ‘end’ also a class_of_relationship_with_signature? In every case? Only in
some cases?
ISO 15926 comes also with its own miniature theory of physics:
DEFINITION: A <class_of_sub_atomic_particle> is a <class_of_arranged_
individual> whose members are constituent particles of atoms.
EXAMPLE: Proton, electron, meson, neutron, positron, muon, quark, and neutrino
can be represented by instances of <class_of_sub_atomic_particle>
whereby:
DEFINITION: An <arranged_individual> is a <possible_individual> that has parts
that play distinct roles with respect to the whole. The qualities of an
<arranged_individual> are distinct from the qualities of its parts.
What are the parts of a neutrino? What distinct roles do they play? What roles do
quarks play in the integration and handover of large engineering artefacts?
DEFINITION: A <class_of_feature_whole_part> is a <class_of_arrangement_of_
individual> whose members are instances of <feature_whole_part>.
EXAMPLE Thermowells have stems, and tables have tops are examples of
<class_of_feature_whole_part>.
The two just-mentioned definitions tell us that the entities which serve as wholes in
instances (?) of <feature_whole_part> should be non-separable; yet the examples
include tables (wholes) and tops (parts), where surely many tops are separable. So what
does ‘non-separable’ mean? And how does its use here relate to its use in the definition
of ‘composite material’, where we are told that fibreglass and carbon fibre consist of

‘separable compounds’?

Don’t Confuse Definitions with Comments
14. The principle of non-redundant definitions: do not include clauses in definitions
which contribute nothing to the application of the definition.
This principle is violated for example in:
DEFINITION: An <event> is a <possible_individual> with zero extent in time. An
<event> is the temporal boundary of one or more <possible_individual>s, although
there may be no knowledge of these <possible_individual>s.
DEFINITION: A <possible_individual> is: a <thing> that exists in space and time.
This includes:
– things where any of the space-time dimensions are vanishingly small,
– those that are either all space for any time, or all time and any space,
– the entirety of all space-time,
– things that actually exist, or have existed,
– things that are fictional or conjectured and possibly exist in the past, present
or future,
– temporal parts (states) of other individuals,
– things that have a specific position, but zero extent in one or more
dimensions, such as points, lines, and surfaces.
In this context existence is based upon being imaginable within some consistent
logic, including actual, hypothetical, planned, expected, or required individuals.
Question: are things which look like small flies from a distance actual or possible
individuals?
DEFINITION: An <actual_individual> is a <possible_individual> that is a part of
the space-time continuum that we inhabit. It exists in the present, past, or future of
our universe, as opposed to some imagined universe.
Question: what is the difference between ‘being part of the space-time continuum that
we inhabit’ (= being actual) and ‘existing in space and time’ (= being possible)? Why
are fictional things included in the list of entities which exist in space and time? Is this
because ‘space’ and ‘time’ themselves refer to possible space and possible time? If so,
then are actual individuals themselves more properly to be conceived as entities which
exist in possible, or in actual, space-time? Note how the confusions here stem from
contravention of the principle of term coherence. If ‘A’ does not mean: A, but rather:
possible A, then ‘possible A’ itself means something like: possible possible A, and so
on, ad exasperandum.

Conclusion: ISO 15926 Is Not An Ontology
We can come closer to an understanding of ISO 15926 if we consider its treatment of
qualities, such as length or temperature or color; or of roles, such as the status of

someone in an organisation. ISO 15926 does not recognize entities of these sorts. It
deals with the color or length of an entity X, rather, by talking about X’s relationships
to strings or number-representations. My suspicion is that something similar applies to
all the entries in ISO 15926. If this is so, of course, then we do not have here anything
which could properly be described as an ontology. Rather, we have the equivalent of a
coding scheme, rather like the Standard Algebraic Notation for Chess. The latter is, to
be sure (unlike ISO 15926), elegant and efficient. But it is not an ontology of chess.
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